
Winslow Art Center Material List 
For Sylvia Carlton

*These are recommendations. Please do not go out and spend a lot of money. Bring 
what you have. What you can bring comfortably. 

Color suggestions Oil or Acrylic:
-Cadmium Lemon Yellow - Compared with other yellows, this is the lightest and coolest
*-Cadmium Yellow Pale - This warm, luminous yellow is the primary yellow of the color wheel.
-Cadmium Yellow or Yellow Med - It is darker in value than Cadmium Yellow Pale and lighter than 
*-Cadmium Yellow Deep - darker and warmer than Cad Yellow  
-Cadmium Orange - Cadmium orange is a true secondary color
-Cadmium Scarlet (vibrant cherry) OR Cad Red Medium (warm red) –These are a red pigments
*-Cad Red Deep – Dark Red OR alternatively Cadmium Red or Cad Scarlet  
-Permanent Rose - A true, transparent rose color.  
*-Alizarin Crimson  - Transparent deep red. Perfect to mix darks  
-Permanent Magenta - These colors are transparent, this red cooler but not yet a purple  
-Purple any pigment with the name purple or violet.  
*-Ultramarine Blue - This is a dark, transparent blue
-Cerulean Blue - This relatively warm blue. 
*-Cobalt Blue - warmer than Ultramarine Blue and cooler than Cerulean.  OR Cerulean is OK too
-Yellow Ochre – A warm gold earth tone, use in many mixes especially greens  
-Burnt Sienna darker redder earth tones  
-White - I use a Titanium white because of its covering power and opacity. Thinner and more transparent 
whites are also available, so you can experiment to decide which you prefer. LARGE tube is recommended.
* COLORS, recommended minimum to start with ALSO, Cadmium Colors can also be found as ‘Hue’ of 
said color for a much lower cost.  

Pallet:
- Closeable airtight helps preserve and move paint safely for travel or use later. May use a paper 

palette or a plastic
- Paper palette disposable

Pallet Knife; small rectangular head for mixing paint. Metal preferred.

Brushes Long Handled:
-5 brushes in varying sizes such as 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 and one liner (sized #0, #1 or #2). I do not suggest any 
one style of brush because that is a personal choice. However, 
Oils; I recommend bristle brushes, not the softer type such as sables to start with.  Acrylics; I use bristle 
brushes which are stiffer, and synthetic brushes that are softer and recommended to help withstand 
continued water emergence. 
Not all brushes should be very soft. Some brushes should be stiffer.

Canvases:
-Painting Panels 8x10, 9x12, 11x14 several
-Stretched Canvas 8x10, 9x12, 11x14 several (not necessary as panels are fine)
-Canvas pad 11x14- the preferable size as the painting can always be smaller. You will need a roll of blue 
tape and a flat hard background to tape this onto. Least expensive 



- Smaller squares are fun too for a change; 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12

Easel:
-Standing 
-Table Top (inexpensive is fine)
* The Parks Department facility has several adequate small tabletop easels to borrow

Acrylics:
-Spray bottle for water:
Acrylic Medium (helps with mixes consistency) and/or retarder (slows drying time)

Oils:
Oils – Gamsol, small amount in a sealed container for cleaning
Oils and Water soluble Oils – Medium ‘Gamsol’ Solvent Free Gel Medium’ or Galkid Lite

Paper towels! Absorbent

Gloves nitrile etc.

Drawing Materials and sketchbook or notebook

Painting Clothes or apron! (:

>> Bring inspirations, Ideas or photos

Stores to purchase product from:
Artists Edge, Poulsbo (good quality supplies, close)
Wal-Mart, Poulsbo (inexpensive student grade supplies)
Michael’s, Silverdale (good assortment inexpensive, also great daily coupons 
etc.)
JoAnn’s Fabrics, Silverdale (sale are good, assortment can be spotty, will have 
everything)


